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Effective : 

It reaches only where needed.  

Varme Kilden's frictionless heat does not heat the air, 

thus quickly dispersing the heat accumulated. Instead, it 
reaches the body and walls directly. 

 In turn, the walls give off the accumulated heat to the 
surrounding environment, helping keep room 
temperature more even.   

 

Efficient :  

Thanks to the high efficiency of Varme Kilden radiant 
plates, the frictionless heat enables thermal comfort to be 
obtained even with low water temperatures. Energy 
emission can also be regulated according to the lifestyle 
and needs of the user.  

Varme Kilden radiant plates are regulated like a normal 
radiator and considerably reduce energy costs 
compared to a underfloor installation. They are also 
compatible with heat pumps, condensing boilers and 
solar thermal systems, allowing you to obtain even higher 

efficiency from your heating installation.   

 

Adattiva : 

Thanks to their high efficiency can heat the rooms with 
a size of about one-eighth of radiant systems embedded 
in the structures, and this allows them to be easily 
adapted to all situations.  

 Thanks to the very small space taken up on the wall and 

regulation systems incorporated in the profile of the 
radiator, the aesthetic impact and space occupied are 
reduced to a minimum.  

They can be installed anywhere on the wall, without that 

their positioning  can jeopardizing their efficiency 
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Revolutionary : 

Until today, radiant heating has been a synonym for 
floor installations. Varme Kilden radiant plates 
encapsulate all the advantages of radiant heating, 
without the limits imposed by underfloor installations.  

Varme Kilden can be turned on and off and regulated 
according to requirements with very rapid response times, 
eliminating the long inertia typical of floor heating which 
must be kept constantly in operation. 

Varme Kilden radiant plates are wall mounted and their 
efficiency is not affected by the surface of the floor, 

carpets or furniture, all with a considerable effect on the 
efficiency of underfloor heating.  

 

Living innovation :  

Ideas, products and innovations in harmony with a new 

lifestyle, responsible and careful economically and 

environmentally friendly, without losing sight of the 

comfort of your and your family. 

Varme Kilden radiant plates are dimensioned by means 

of special software able to obtain precise results without 

elaborate calculations and the risk of error. 

 

Smart :  

The thermostatical control lets you decide the most 

appropriate temperature for each room flexibly and 
quickly.  

The dimensions of the radiating Varme Kilden panels 

are calculated by specific software ensures accurate 

results eliminating complicated calculations and error. 
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Clean & healthy: 

The radiator in a traditional convection heating system 

gives out a slight flow of air that often causes dust to settle 
on furniture and floors. 

Varme Kilden radiant plates eliminate this problem, 
thanks to:   

• à the particular characteristics of radiant 
heating which eliminates air movement;  

• à the ability to maintain an ideal level of 
humidity in the room as the air is not heated and 
therefore does not dry;  

• à an appearance specifically designed to 

minimize the creation of air flow and therefore 

also the circulation of dust; 

 

Easy to clean: 

Thanks to their completely smooth surface and thanks 

to they are installed against the wall, the radiating plates 

Varme Kilden are really easy to clean, just a damp cloth. 

 

Easy to Install: 

Varme Kilden radiant plates are easy, quick and precise 
to install.  

Thanks to the exclusive wall mounting system, they can 

also be used during home restoration projects as they can 
be installed without modifying the original installation.  

Once installed, the radiant plates are regulated when 

the boiler is started up and require no further 

maintenance. 
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Radiant : 

The plate Varme Kilden is structured to encourage 

maximum emission of energy by radiation. So encourage 

the most efficient exchange of thermal energy. 

 

Fast : 

The plates Varme Kilden heat up quickly and waiting to 
bring the room to the proper temperature average 
operating it guarantee us the maximum comfort, even 
with an air temperature of 18°C. 

 

Saving : 

Allows a reduction of energy commitment up to 25% 
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Perfect for old houses : 

Not having predetermined axial distance for feed, it is 

able to replace every old type of heater, and can work 
with any type of boiler, heat pump or pellet stoves. 

 

Indispensable for new house : 

For new housing, with excellent thermal insulation, is the 

only system capable of generating the maximum comfort 

at any moment of the day, with the least possible energy 

commitment 

 

Environmentally friendly : 

By reducing the energy requirements it also reduces 

greatly the emissions of greenhouse gases and 

particulate matter. 
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100% recyclable : 

The plate Varme Kilden is totally in steel and is therefore 

100% recyclable 
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